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THIS WEEK IS ROUND 14
ROUND 14 FIXTURE - SUNDAY 31ST JULY
Team

Home

U9 Grizzlies

Away

Location

Time

LIGHTNING
CARNIVAL

King George Reserve

9 am

U9 Kodiaks

LIGHTNING
CARNIVAL

King George Reserve

3 pm

U10 Grizzlies

Ashwood

Caulfield Bears

Essex Heights Reserve

8.45 am

U10 Kodiaks

Caulfield Bears

Bentleigh

Koornang Park

8.45 am

U10 Polars

Caulfield Bears

St Pauls
McKinnon

Koornang Park

8.45 am

U11s

East Malvern

Caulfield Bears

Stanley Grose Reserve

10.30 am

U12 Grizzlies

East Malvern

Caulfield Bears

Stanley Grose Reserve

12 pm

U12 Polars

BYE

U13s McKinnon
Caulfield Bears

Port/South
Melbourne

McKinnon
Caulfield Bears

Albert Park Oval 9

8.30 am

U14s

Caulfield Bears

East Malvern

Koornang Park

10 am

U15s

Dingley

Caulfield Bears

Souter Reserve

10.30 am

U16s

Caulfield Bears

AJAX

Koornang Park

12 pm

N/A

MAJOR SPONSORS

BEARS CALENDAR 2016
Saturday 30th July
Auskick
Sunday 31st July
Round 14
U9 Lighting Carnivals
The Bear Facts

Sunday 7th August
Round 15
U10 Lightning
Carnivals
FAMILY NIGHT

Sunday 14th August
U11-16 Semi Finals

U14-16 Preliminary
Finals

Sunday 21st August
U11-13 Grand Finals

Sunday 28th August
U14-16 Grand Finals
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Past Players Inspire Older Teams
Last week, three past players (Theo Thompson, Nick Edwards and
Kade Answerth) were guests of honour at an evening for our U15 &
U16 teams. These young men have been incredibly successful with
their football and it all started right here at the Caulfield Bears. Two
of the three Players started their careers in the U9s (the other in U12s)
and they played all the way through to U17s. Along the way the team
picked up several premiership flags under the guidance of our
Coaching Coordinator, Gary Birrell and these three have since gone
on to play football at very high levels – watch out for these names at
the Draft this year!
The Players reminisced fondly about their time at the Bears and their
refusal to move to other Clubs perceived as “more successful”
despite repeated attempts to lure them away. They loved playing
with their mates and sticking with the same team and to them that
was the focus. It also demonstrates that if you are enjoying your
football and playing well, you will be noticed and will progress without
having to be in a Division One side. Nowhere is this more evident
than this year’s Bears Inter-League star Nick Kariminhos who plays in
a Division Four team.
Louise Nelson, President

Contact Us
Club Website
caulfieldbears.com.au/
juniorteam

Facebook
For the latest in social
media, visit
facebook.com/
CaulfieldBearsJuniors

Team App
Team App is the preferred
communication method
for CBJFC – make sure
you install and enable
notifications to stay up to
date with your team’s
news, fixtures and events.
Available via the App
Store (Apple) or the Play
Store (Android) – simply
install the app, and find
the Caulfield Bears Junior
Footy Club.

Newsletter
Please send photos,
articles or anything else
to cbjfcnewsletter
@gmail.com

Next one is Sunday
7th August
The Bear Facts
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CLUB NOTICES
INSIDE THE BEAR CAVE
Each week we introduce you to someone ‘behind the scenes’ that you may not have met
before.

Marketing & Communications Clare Murphy
Clare Murphy is on the General Committee looking after
Marketing & Communications. Clare oversees all the art
work and branding for our external marketing (including
Billboards, flyers & adverts), as well as promoting internal
events such as our Family Nights and annual Social Night.
Clare set up our website and Team App a couple of years
ago and still helps us maintain these tools to ensure we are
using them to their full potential.

This week’s cover
Spotted in its natural habitat, the
Caulfield Bear is known for its friendly
and playful attitude.

Support Caulfield Bears Junior Football Club
just by doing your banking with Ormond
McKinnon Community Bank.
Great rates and personal service, and if you
take out a home loan or transfer one to use,
we will support the CBJFC with $1000
sponsorship (for loans over $250,000)
By mentioning you are involved with the club
you will receive discounted rates on home
loans, personal loans, discounted fees, big
savings on home, contents and motor vehicle
insurance.
Drop in and introduce yourself to Annalise
Hewitt (branch manager) and the team at 485
North Road Ormond, or phone 95768211 for
more details on how you can make a difference
to your own banking, your community and also
reward your club.

The Bear Facts
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SMJFL NEWS
General Manager Announcement
The South Metro Junior Football League is pleased to announce the
appointment of Ms. Sarah Loh, as the league’s new General Manager.
Ms. Loh brings to the SMJFL a wealth of sports & recreation industry
experience. She has previously served management roles with multiple
Local Government Associations (Councils & Shires) and has filled the
position of Executive Officer at Dragon Boat Victoria and Ice Hockey
Victoria. She has been also been a senior industry consultant and a
lecturer within the School of Exercise Science & Sport, at Victoria
University.
She holds a Masters degree in Sports Business from
Victoria University.
SMJFL Chairman Mr. Peter Ryan said Ms. Loh was the
outstanding applicant in a quality field.
“We are thrilled to have Sarah join us at the SMJFL,” Mr.
Ryan said.
“Sarah brings a significant amount of local government
experience, she has worked in other sports and lectures
in sports administration. The board believes that Sarah
will be a fantastic addition to our league.”
Ms. Loh will commence her new role with the SMJFL on
Monday 8th August. She replaces Mr. Jake McCauley,
who finishes on Monday 22nd August.

SMJFL By-Law of the Week

10.9

Team Bench
10.9. In addition to players participating in the
match, the following Team Officials are permitted in
the Team Bench area during a football match:
•
•
•
•

Coach
Assistant Coach
Trainer
Runner

10.10.No other person is permitted in the Team
Bench area during the match.
10.11.Team Officials and players in the designated
Team Bench area must not be within one metre of
the boundary line at any time other than during the
breaks.

The Bear Facts
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LIGHTNING CARNIVALS
U9s Lightning Carnivals this week at Bentleigh
Come and support our U9 teams this week at King George Reserve in Bentleigh for their
Lightning Carnivals. Our U9 Grizzlies kick off at 9 am in a group consisting of East Brighton, St
Bedes/Mentone and Bentleigh. Our U9 Kodiaks are later in the day at 3pm with games against
East Malvern, Oakleigh and East Sandringham.
Please see map below for more information and note that parking is limited.

RCD Foundation
Once again the Lightning Carnivals will work closely with the Robert
Connor Dawes Foundation to raise money and awareness for brain
matters. Volunteers will be roving the venues with an array of fun activities
and give aways.

Match Day
Photos

If you have any photos of
your teams for our
newsletter, please e-mail
them to
cbjfcnewsletter@gmail.com
The Bear Facts

Match Report
Language
We understand not everyone given responsibility
for writing the match report is confident in their
writing. We do ask to be sensitive about some of
the language used and to be considerate of all
team members. For example, referring to “the
boys” where you have girls in your team, whilst
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MATCH REPORTS
U16s
Division 4: Caulfield Bears 7.6 (48) def by Mordialloc
Braeside 7.11 (53) at Gerry Green Reserve
Short staffed again for today’s round 13 clash, 16 available players.
We won the toss and elect to kick with the assistance of the force 10 gale to the Nepean Hwy
end. Long kicks required on the big ground to take advantage of the conditions
As planned we kicked clear to lead by 27 to zip at quarter time.
Our second quarter went to plan holding the opposition to only 2 goals with good pressure and
some solid tackling. Mordy-Braeside assisted the score line by amassing 7 behinds with some
indirect kicking
Jake went down with an ankle injury in the 3rd quarter which left us down to 15 players. MordyBrae kicked 3 goals against the wind to pull them within 13 points as we turned for home.
Some desperate defence against a relentless attack had us fighting to hold onto our lead, The
dam walls finally broke with only minutes left as Mordy-Brae kicked the winning goal with
minutes only left
The lack of numbers on field took its toll but we were not disgraced
Next week brings on Ajax at home and we need to quickly turn around the form to have
momentum with hopefully finals only a few weeks away. Let’s get to training to get the season
back on track.
Goals: Martinez 3, Israel 2, Jeanes, Walsh
Awards: Killmartin, Jeanes, Lundgren

U15s
Division 3: Caulfield Bears 3.2 (20) def by Ormond 8.5 (53)
at Koornang Park
Well, it was always going to be a tough one against Ormond: top of the ladder and tough but
fair competitors. The Bears had three things going for them: Grit, determination and the fact
that it wasn’t being played first thing in the morning so the Bears had woken up properly.
Ormond like to play a free-flowing, spacious game and from the first bounce, they weren’t
allowed to do that! The coach had asked for 100% effort and by jingo, by crikey, he got it in
spades. The tackling was absolutely brutal and no matter how hard Ormond tried, they just
kept running into a wall of Bears. I’m sure from the boundary line we could hear of few of them
singing “I want to break free” to themselves but the Bears were responding with “We are the
champions”.
Unfortunately, you only have to open the door a crack before Ormond will drive the goal bus
through it and so it was, with Ormond battling probably as hard as they had too all year to pull
out a win. The low scores and the low margin (for Ormond) showed that they did not have an
easy day of it and our men can be rightly proud of the efforts.
Game highlights:
John – Gathering up 32 possessions on the one run past the pavilion: He tapped, he kicked,
he soccered, he dodged to the left, he dodged to the right, running 50 meters again seven
Ormondians then worked it centre for a goal assist.
Hudson (award) – Whatever he had for breakfast, I’ll have some of that! A tough,
uncompromising game. Even I had to sleep with the light on after watching his ferocious efforts!
Jack (award) – The man who can’t stop running. Must have rocked up 100 tackles and was
found at the bottom of every pack. Inspiring stuff.
Frenchie (award) – James does such a good job in the ruck, it’s easy to forget that he does his
own roving, tackles, marks and kicks like a madman! Most ruckmen tap the ball out and then
sit back and admire their work. An unrelenting competitor.

The Bear Facts
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MATCH REPORTS
U14s
Division 4: Caulfield Bears 18.8 (116) def Waverley Hawks 0.3 (3)
at Columbia Park
On a bitterly cold day, we journeyed out to Melbourne’s coldest suburb at Waverley. For the 2nd
week in a row we had a full team of 24 fit players, so the “brains trust” would have their work
cut out organising rotations. The Hawks score the 1st point before Harro goals after getting on
the end of a chain of possessions which started in defence with great work from Lurch, who
beat 3 opponents. Soon after Mazz marks after the good work of Vas and goals, Mazz again
marks on the goal line and we are off to a flyer. All the boys are running hard at the footy in
great signs, but the strong breeze making attractive football difficult, Matty chases hard and
runs down his opponent in a great effort and earns a free, Jaffas having a purple patch in
defence with many possessions, and his efforts alone just before the siren stops an opposition
score. At ¼ time we are 19 points ahead.
Jaffa starts the 2nd term with another kick, which he gets to Harro, he drops the mark but
recovers and swings around and kicks his 2nd goal. After this there is extended time played on
the “dead’ flank, with the boys unable to follow Bullys directions to get the ball to the attacking
side and use the wind. At the 12 minute mark, Matty swings into action and kicks 3 goals in 5
minutes, and the game was as good as over. Just before the siren, Josh marks and passes to
Mazz, who goals after the siren to see us 49 points to the good.
Start of the 3rd term and Joel receives a free kick in the ruck, Henry though uses his initiative
and takes the advantage and plays on and goals, Mazz takes a big overhead mark and kicks
his 4th, Ethan gets in on the act and goals, and it’s now a procession, Mazz again marks and
plays on and goals & Beau marks 10 metres out and goals. Dylan is running riot, but gets a
nasty corkie and done for the day, Ethan kicks his 2nd, and LT swoops and goals to put us 92
points up at ¾ time.
Start of the 4th term and the Hawks have put spares back in defence, but that doesn’t stop
Ethan, who kicks a further 2 goals to finish with 4 for the game, and Mazz, who is playing in the
back pocket, somehow finds himself forward to kick a 6th goal in a magnificent effort. We run
out 115 point winners, and whilst the forwards did a great job in kicking 18 goals, much of the
credit needs to go to the mids and defence in keeping the Hawks goalless and for continually
moving the ball to the forwards. This week we play the 2nd team in East Malvern, and will be an
indicator of where we sit heading towards finals.
Goals: Mazz 6, Ethan 4, Matty 3, Harro 2, Henry 1, Beau 1, LT 1

U13 McKinnon Caulfield Bears
Division 4: McKinnon Caulfield Bears 3.7 (25) def
East Brighton 3.6 (24) at Koornang Park
This was always going to be a challenging game. After a strong game last week our boys
appeared to be well prepared with the right amount of confidence to take on the top of the
ladder team. In cold and windy conditions the teams were very evenly matched. Another
strong performance of tackling and pressure in the first quarter gave our team belief that we
were in with a chance today.
At three quarter time the scores were tied at just 11 points. At the last break it was clear that
our boys wanted to win. The last quarter was again closely contested with no team really
getting any advantage in the first five minutes. Then the game seemed to break open. East
Brighton scored two quick goals. The next five minutes of play the ball was trapped in our
forward line and we kicked two goals after hitting the post. With just a couple of minutes to go
our boys defended well and we won by a point. An exciting four quarter performance and all
the coaches and parents were so proud that the team refused to give up.
Goals: Nick Karamihos 2, Boopa Munasinghe
Best: Nick Karamihos, Ben Mursalo, Jack Trilby, Boopa Munasinghe, Thomas Edge
The Bear Facts
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MATCH REPORTS
U12 Polars
Division 3: Caulfield Bears 3.5 (23) def by East Malvern 7.13 (55)
at Stanley Grose Reserve
Cold windy day.
Q1: We were against the wind and played really well. Andrew Callaghan, Nick Johnston and
both Toms stood out. Tom Williamson kicked a goal.
Q2: probably our best session of the season, the entire team stepped up and we kicked 2 goals
to take the lead at half time 21-12
Byron was outstanding and kicked a goal, Tom Williamson kicked his second....Angus, Andrew
and Luca as well as Tom Magart stood out.
Q3: We were against a strong wind and the opponents took full advantage scoring 5 goals.
Jenna and Byron were the stand outs
Q4: A better period, the entire team showed better fight, both Toms, Angus x2 Luca, Jacob,
Sahil, Charlie, Jenna, Nick got involved in the game.
Byron who celebrated his 100th game last week (what a great achievement from this kid), was
outstanding today, he tackled, marked and dominated the contest.
Well done to all, a much better team effort.
Goals: Tom Williamson 2, Byron 1
Awards: Angus, Luca and Byron

U12 Grizzlies
Division 4: Caulfield Bears 0.0 (0) def by St Kilda City 7.6 (48)
at Highett Reserve
Miro lead the team on to the ground and ran through his 50th game banner. The wind was
howling and the Grizzlies started with a lot of intent. Top of the table St Kilda City began with
several strong forward thrusts. Aiden and Noah stood firm in defence with Evan repelling the
ball. The Bears back line was under pressure, most of the first quarter and St Kilda City scored
2 goals.
The Grizzlies had the wind in the second quarter and worked hard to try and penetrate the
oppositions defence. Teddy was in and under the packs as usual and Miro was starting to find
the ball. The 2 James’s drove the ball forward several times without reward. Max and Harry
worked together to clear the ball out of the back half and the second quarter finished with no
reward on the score board.
With Jesse badly injured, Tess was asked to play in the ruck and take on the St Kilda City
goliath, she did a fearless job to curb his influence. Aiden and Clem cleared the ball deep from
the backline and Harry reading the play well worked hard to relieve the pressure. Jonah forced
the ball forward with his straight ahead style. But the Bears still couldn’t trouble the score
board.
The last quarter saw the boys battle on with much courage however like the previous 3 quarters
there was no reward.

The Bear Facts
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MATCH REPORTS
U11s
Division 3: Caulfield Bears 1.4 (10) def by Bentleigh 4.10 (34)
at Koornang Park
1st quarter: It was a cold morning and the boys were running towards the Koornang Rd end. They
started slowly with play confined mainly to the Bears forward pocket. Unfortunately we failed to trouble
the score board for the first quarter but defence was strong at times and keeping the opposition to only 1
goal and 6 points was a respectable effort. Highlights were a good mark by Will, a good smother by
Ruben and a solid mark by Jackson Cauchi.
2nd quarter: It was more of the same unfortunately for the 2nd quarter with the opposition keen to
continue their dominance. Highlights were a good mark by Lucas, Jackson again was very strong and
really showed the opposition that the Bears know how to play the game demonstrating some good
marking and very good kicking skills. Ben took a nice mark as did Will in defence. Unfortunately the
score board ticked over another goal and 2 points for the opposition with the bears still to register.
3rd The third quarter looked better for the Bears even if the score board didn’t reflect the state of play. A
quick goal by the opposition early in the quarter due to our players being flat footed wasn’t enough to
deter them. Although the opposition finished the quarter another 1 goal and 2 points up with the Bears
still yet to register a score, the intensity of the players was greater and you could sense a self-belief
returning for our boys. Unfortunately the boys failed to capitalize on some of the wins from the tap outs.
Late in the 3rd quarter they started to really lift and were unlucky to have not scored at least a point given
they were far more determined and stepped up. Highlights were a good mark by Lucas, similarly Nick
took a strong mark in defence in the goal square.
4th The last quarter was when the boys really stepped up and showed the opposition that they knew how
to play the game. Had the Bears played like that for 4 quarters, I am 100% certain that the score would
have been very different and it would have been the Demons who were going home with a bruised ego.
The scoreboard for the final quarter reflected this and should have shown more in Caulfield’s favour as I
was certain that one point was in actual fact a goal. Excluding that fact, the final quarter was 1 goal, 4
points to the Bears vs 1 goal 0 points to the opposition, which only confirmed the fact that the boys were
more than the opposition’s measure; they just failed to gel as a team for the first 3 quarters.
That aside, highlights were a goal by Nick, a good mark by Lucas, more good marks by Jackson (was
possibly the best player on the field for the bears that day), and a good mark by Charlie Besnard.
Try and make these last few training sessions really count and give 100% for your remaining games.
Go Bears!
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MATCH REPORTS
U10 Grizzlies
Caulfield Bears vs St Pauls McKinnon at Koornang Park
“We only have 3 weeks left this season and we want to see your best game ever” was the simple pre game message
from Assistant Coach Matt Joyce.
The game started nicely with some nice ruck work by Tom Perry. Jeremy Dalton swiftly capitalized on Perry’s handy
work and despatched the ball to Jack Joyce for a beautiful mark. Seb Poole stamped his authority on the game
early and delivered the Grizzlies a behind. St Paul’s responded by working the ball through the corridor to their
forward line. The grizzlies thwarted St Paul’s offensive efforts with a lovely mark by Nick Jones and some
exceptional running work by Poole, however the opposition’s efforts were rewarded with a deserved goal not long
after. The Grizzlies response was swift with some great work by Henry Abbott, who weaved his way through the
middle. Ollie Jackson stepped up and secured the Grizzlies second minor score, which was soon followed up with a
rushed behind just before quarter time. The Grizzlies started the second quarter with some great ruck work by Ollie
Calder. However, St Pauls responded to their quiet first quarter and delivered series of successive forward thrusts.
Hugo Hales tried to stem the flow by stepping up with a quality mark but St Paul’s continuous offensive pressure
was starting to tell.
After some soul searching at half time by the Grizzlies Jake Gurrie started to worry the opposition and secured a
couple of great goals for the Bears. Supported by Poole and Dalton, the home side started to lift with Lachlan
Mackie securing a behind heading into the last quarter.
With some of the Grizzies leaving early to attend First Holy Communion the Bears were in need of some divine
intervention as the last quarter took hold. Whilst Paddy Hanley worked his way into the game with some nice
running work in the middle, St Paul’s punished the bears for their defensive sins and finished the game with 3
successive goals. Onwards and upwards!

U10 Kodiaks
Caulfield Bears vs East Brighton at Hurlingham Park
The Kodiaks worked really hard against a strong cross wind to keep the East Brighton Vampires quiet for three
quarters. It wasn’t until the final term that they broke away with three goals. Our hard work early paid off with Ted
kicking a goal in the first quarter from a 45 angle. This was followed by Tom’s great mark at half forward, but the
windy conditions made it difficult to convert. In the breaks coach Mathieson described the Kodiaks’ tackling as
“absolutely sensational” and “exceptional”. While it was a great team effort, good contributors in the tireless tackling
were Lucas, Ash, Ged, Jacob, Ramsey, Rocco and Adam. Finn consistently repelled the Vampires’ attacks out of
defence into our forward line throughout the game. He delivered good passes to Ged, Jacob, Ash and Harvey. Our
rucks, Viv and Gisele, delivered good tap outs from the clearances, and Gisele following up with handpasses from
her own ruck work. The tireless efforts by our forwards in Ryan, Mohan, Kobie and Jesse, is also acknowledged.
Awards: Viv, Ramsey and Tom.

U10 Polars
Caulfield Bears vs Highett at Highett Park
Was an icy day confronting the Polars on Sunday with wind chill factor decidedly unfriendly.
The Bears kicked off the first quarter in great fashion as the kids “came to play”. The quarter saw some great efforts
from James Gearon and Marcus Prins and a nice run and clearance from Luke. Best passage of play saw Matty take
a great mark and pass with poise to a leading Liam Golding who slotted a beautiful long goal.
The intensity continued in Q2. Michael and Quinn got busy with Lachy T also not to be outdone. We saw some great
efforts also from Amelie and Archer and Luke and Lachy Hudson were not going to be left behind in what was
turning into a real arm wrestle.
Third quarter was dominated by the determination of James Gearon who rebounded off the half back line time and
time again with some solid marking and plain simple hungriness. Matty continued with his great games well assisted
by Jono and Liam Campitelli who got those little legs pumping furiously in defence.
The dour contest flowed in to the final quarter. Matty continued his great game and the captains Michael and Quinn
were holding their own. As expected Marcus Brittain and James T were generals throughout the day with Liam
Golding developing into a very smooth player.
Great job Polars!
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MATCH REPORTS
U9 Grizzlies
Caulfield Bears vs Mordialloc Braeside at Walter Galt Reserve
Team captains Jack and Mack led the Grizzlies out for their last full match of the season.
The first quarter started with a strong defence from the centre with the ball not moving far from
the centre circle. We saw some smooth manoeuvres from Hotdog, great pickups by Jaques
and some strong tackles and contesting of the ball by Otis, Hotdog, Angus, Oscar and Max
bringing the ball down to the goal square and to Noah to kick a point and a goal.
The second quarter gave Mordialloc a sniff of the ball but they couldn't get through the Bears
defences. Charles and Rory kicked some nice long kicks towards our goals down towards
Noah who goaled again this quarter although players weren't sure whether to mark the ball or
Rory's boot when he belted the ball down the field.
Change of the guards for the second half with a fresh pair of eager mid fielders. Mordialloc got
a chance at the ball this quarter and they liked it kicking a goal and a few points. Luke and
Cooper did a great job of contesting the ball with a great defence at Mordialloc’s goal.
The final quarter was all about the Bears kicking goal after goal. The final siren saw the Bears
singing uproariously and rightly so. They played a fantastic final game for the season and
Coach Mike was ‘very, very proud to watch… You didn't let each other down!’

U9 Kodiaks
Caulfield Bears vs Oakleigh at Koornang Park
1st quarter: Jaikaih got first possession and sent Kodiaks forward. The Oakleigh defence stood
up well, and the football went end to end. Great tackling by Kodiaks pressured the Oakleigh
midfield into mistakes, leading to a mark and shot on goal by Romy. Both sides struggled with
the breeze. Jaikaih’s clean possession and Daniel’s tough repeat efforts were a stand out.
2nd quarter: Oakleigh had the advantage of the wind this quarter and kicked long using the
breeze well. A mark in the goal square to Oakleigh from contested play led to a goal. A chain of
handballs including Romy, Tom and Jaikaih almost led to a Kodiaks goal. Due to tough Kodiaks
tackling and a great intercept mark by Lewis, Oakleigh failed to take full advantage of the wind.
3rd quarter: Kodiaks took full advantage of the wind in this game-winning quarter. Jakob took a
mark and kicked a goal less than a minute from the start. More terrific tackling by the team
stopped some certain Oakleigh goals. Kodiaks forced the ball forward and locked it in their
forward line. Tom gathered the ball and snapped a goal from broken play. A long kick by Luca
and a mark by Tom led to his second of the day. Tom had a shot at a third, but couldn’t make
the distance.
4th quarter: Oakleigh pressed hard, with the advantage of the wind. Kodiaks defence stood up
really well. Claudia playing for Oakleigh repeatedly gave them access to contested ball.
Jaikaih again led Kodiaks midfield with clean and quick disposal. A goal to Oliver. A miskick by
Kodiaks coming out of defence led to a mark and goal to Oakleigh. Kodiaks defenders were
tested in the last few minutes.
Difficult windy cold conditions today. The Lightning carnival next week.
Awards: Tom Ritchie, Jaikaih Honner, Phoenix McCabe
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SPONSORS

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS.
Please support them!

PLATINUM SPONSOR

Use or refer the services of Gary Peer for a property sale and Gary Peer
will donate 10% of its service fee to the Caulfield Bears Junior Football
Club upon a successful sale.

MAJOR SPONSOR

CLUB SPONSORS

Thompson & Thompson
Solicitors
145 Koornang Road, Carnegie
Ph: 9572 1888

Barry Gardiner Meats
There is a box behind the counter with our Caulfield Bears Logo.
When CBJFC members buy meat, leave the receipt and Barry
will donate 10% of the purchase price in meat to the club Koornang Road, Carnegie.

Our co-tenant at Koornang Park, the Caulfield
Bears Seniors play at home on:

The Bear Facts

6/8 vs Port Melbourne Colts
20/8 vs Highett
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